Frontal and Temporal Contributions to Understanding the Iconic Co-Speech Gestures That Accompany Speech
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Abstract: In everyday conversation, listeners often rely on a speaker’s gestures to clarify any ambiguities in the verbal message. Using fMRI during naturalistic story comprehension, we examined which brain regions in the listener are sensitive to speakers’ iconic gestures. We focused on iconic gestures that contribute information not found in the speaker’s talk, compared with those that convey information redundant with the speaker’s talk. We found that three regions—left inferior frontal gyrus triangular (IFGTr) and opercular (IFGOp) portions, and left posterior middle temporal gyrus (MTGp)—responded more strongly when gestures added information to nonspecific language, compared with when they conveyed the same information in more specific language; in other words, when gesture disambiguated speech as opposed to reinforced it. An increased BOLD response was not found in these regions when the nonspecific language was produced without gesture, suggesting that IFGTr, IFGOp, and MTGp are involved in integrating semantic information across gesture and speech. In addition, we found that activity in the posterior superior temporal sulcus (STSp), previously thought to be involved in gesture-speech integration, was not sensitive to the gesture-speech relation. Together, these findings clarify the neurobiology of gesture-speech integration and contribute to an emerging picture of how listeners glean meaning from gestures that accompany speech. Hum Brain Mapp 35:900–917, 2014. © 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Co-speech gestures, the hand and arm movements that speakers routinely produce when they talk, occur naturally in face-to-face communication and play an important role in conveying a speaker’s message [Goldin-Meadow, 2003; McNeill, 1992]. The ways in which co-speech gestures contribute to comprehension depend on how they relate to the accompanying speech. For example, beat (rhythmic) gestures have the same form independent of the content of speech and for the most part do not contribute semantic information [McNeill, 1992]. In contrast, iconic gestures, which convey illustrative information about concrete objects or events [McNeill, 1992] and are the focus of our study, function either to support the semantic information available in speech (i.e., they are redundant with speech), or to provide additional semantic information not available in speech [i.e., they are supplementary to speech; see, for example, Alibali and Goldin-Meadow, 1993; Church and Goldin-Meadow, 1986; Perry et al., 1992].

Iconic gestures display in their form an aspect of the object, action, or attribute they represent; e.g., a strumming movement used to describe how a guitar is played [McNeill, 1992]. As a result, iconic gestures can convey information that is also conveyed in the speech they accompany. For example, a speaker might say, “He played the guitar,” while making the strumming motion; in this case, gesture is reinforcing the information found in speech. But iconic gestures can also convey information that is not found in the accompanying speech. For example, the speaker might say, “He played the instrument,” while producing the same strumming motion; in this case, the speaker’s gestures, and only his gestures, tell the listener that the instrument is strumtable and thus more likely to be a guitar than a drum, piano, or saxophone. In the second example, fully understanding the speaker’s intended message requires the listener to integrate information from separate auditory (speech) and visual (gesture) modalities into a unitary, coherent semantic representation. How the brain accomplishes this integration is the focus of the present study. There is ample behavioral [Beattie and Shovelton, 1999, 2002; Feyereisen et al., 1988; Feyereisen, 2006; Kelly and Church, 1998; Kelly et al., 1999; McNeill et al., 1994] and electrophysiological [Habets et al., 2011; Holle and Gunter, 2007; Kelly et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2010; Özyürek et al., 2007a; Wu and Coulson, 2007a; 2007b] evidence that redundant and supplementary gestures contribute to semantic processing during speech comprehension, and that speakers often use gestures that have the potential to clarify for the listener ambiguities in their speech [Holler and Beattie, 2003]. Electrophysiological evidence also suggests that the way in which gesture relates to speech semantically influences how the brain responds. For example, iconic gestures that support a subordinate meaning of a spoken homonym elicit a stronger event-related potential N400 component (thought to reflect semantic integration processes; Kutas and Federmeier, 2011) in the listener than iconic gestures supporting a dominant meaning. However, the specific brain regions involved in gesture-speech integration are still not well established.

A small number of functional imaging studies have implicated several brain regions that might be involved in gesture-speech integration, including the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG; particularly the anterior pars triangularis but also more posterior pars opercularis; IFGTr and IFGOp), posterior superior temporal sulcus (STS), and posterior middle temporal gyrus (MTGp; Dick et al., 2009; 2012; Green et al., 2009; Holle et al., 2008; 2010; Kircher et al., 2009; Skipper et al., 2007; 2009; Straube et al., 2009; 2010; 2011; Willems et al., 2007; 2009; Wilson et al., 2008). There is, however, little consensus about the nature of the participation of these brain regions in gesture-speech integration.

Of those brain regions implicated in gesture-speech integration, two regions in particular—the IFG and MTGp—are thought to be critical parts of the distributed network for processing semantic information during language comprehension without gesture [Binder et al., 2009; Lau et al., 2008, Price, 2010; Van Petten and Luka, 2006; Vigneau et al., 2006 for review]. Figure 1 portrays areas of the brain that have been implicated in disambiguating speech when it is produced with gesture (squares) and without it (circles). Across both the language and gesture literatures, increased semantic load appears to result in increased activity in these regions. The figure displays the regions that respond to increased semantic processing demand during comprehension of ambiguous speech (e.g., ambiguous vs. unambiguous words or sentences; subordinate vs. dominant concepts of homonyms; high vs. low demand for semantic retrieval) when it is produced without gesture, and when it is produced with gesture (e.g., gestures that disambiguate the meaning of a homonym; gestures that are semantically incongruent with or unrelated to the sentence context). The figure suggests that two regions in particular—left IFG and left MTGp (and, in some cases, the right hemisphere homologues of these areas, not shown in Fig. 1)—participate in processing semantic information from both speech and gesture.

With respect to the IFG, Willems et al. [2007] were the first to suggest a role for this region in processing semantic incongruences between iconic gestures and speech. In that study, the authors used stimuli in which the iconic gesture provided information that was either incongruent or congruent with the information conveyed in speech; for example, the verb “wrote” accompanied by a hit gesture (incongruent) or a write gesture (congruent). The authors found that the incongruent conditions elicited greater activity than the congruent conditions in the left IFGTr, a brain region known to be sensitive to increased semantic processing load and conflict [Lau et al., 2008]. Subsequent studies using similar manipulations have also implicated the IFG in gesture-speech integration. In addition to responding more strongly to incongruent iconic gestures...
Area of the brain involved in disambiguating speech when it is produced with gesture (squares) and without it (circles).

**Figure 1.**
Activation peaks in left inferior frontal and posterior temporal cortex from studies exploring how semantic ambiguity is resolved during language comprehension (e.g., ambiguous vs. unambiguous words or sentences; subordinate vs. dominant concepts of homonyms; high vs. low demand for semantic retrieval) and from studies exploring how gesture contributes to that resolution (e.g., gestures disambiguating the meaning of a homonym; gestures semantically incongruent with or unrelated to the sentence context). Circles indicate language studies and squares indicate gesture studies. Peaks are mapped to a surface representation of the Colin27 brain in Talaraich space.

The left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and the left middle temporal gyrus (MTG) have been implicated in gesture-speech integration. However, greater activation in the left IFG has not been found in all studies of gesture-speech integration. For example, Dick et al. [2009] found greater responses in the right IFG, but not the left IFG, to hand movements that were not related to the accompanying speech than to iconic gestures that are related to the speech. In other words, contexts that require additional semantic processing.

However, greater activation in the left IFG has not been found in all studies of gesture-speech integration. For example, Dick et al. [2009] found greater responses in the right IFG, but not the left IFG, to hand movements that were not related to the accompanying speech than to iconic and metaphorical gestures that were meaningfully related to the speech. As another example, in a developmental study of 8- to 11-year-old children, we [Dick et al., 2012] found that the activation difference between meaningful and nonmeaningful hand movements was moderated by age in the right, but not the left, IFG. Finally, Holle et al. [2008] found no evidence of involvement of either the left or the right IFG in gesture-speech integration; the IFG did not respond differently to gesture that supported the dominant vs. the subordinate meaning of a homonym, nor did it show particular sensitivity to whether the hand movement was an iconic gesture or a grooming movement. Thus, the precise contribution of IFG to gesture-speech integration remains elusive.

Researchers have also examined the role of posterior temporal regions—STSp and MTGp in particular—in the semantic integration of gesture and speech. STSp is more responsive to speech that is accompanied by gesture than to speech alone [Dick et al., 2009], perhaps reflecting this region’s putative involvement in processing biologically relevant motion [Beauchamp et al., 2003; Dick et al., 2009; Grossman et al., 2000]. However, Holle et al. [2008, 2010] have suggested that activity in this area reflects sensitivity to the semantic content of gesture, not to biological motion. In their 2008 study, STSp was more active for speech accompanied by meaningful gestures than to speech accompanied by meaningless self-adaptive movements, both of which involve biological motion. Straube et al. [2011] also found increased activation in this region in response to speech accompanied by metaphoric gestures, but not iconic gestures. Finally, Willems et al. [2009] found that the left STSp (and the left MTGp) responded more to speech accompanied by incongruent pantomimes than to the same speech accompanied by congruent pantomimes; they suggest that this region is involved in mapping the information conveyed in gesture and speech onto a common object representation in long-term memory.

Again, greater activation in the STSp has not been found in all studies of gesture-speech integration [e.g., Dick et al., 2009; Green et al., 2009; Kircher et al., 2009; Straube et al., 2009; Willems et al., 2007]. Generally, these studies have found that the MTGp, which is anatomically close to the STSp, is implicated in this function. For example, Green et al. [2009] found that, in German speakers, the left MTGp responded more strongly to German sentences accompanied by unrelated gestures than to the same sentences accompanied by related gestures [although see Willems et al., 2007, 2009].

**Present Study**
These studies underscore two significant problems facing researchers interested in how the brain accomplishes gesture-speech integration. The first problem is to make sense of the heterogeneous and conflicting set of regions that are implicated in gesture-speech integration at the
The second is to provide more anatomical precision in characterizing brain responses, with particular attention to the activation clusters that extend across several regions. The challenge here is not only to refine our understanding of how the brain accomplishes gesture-speech integration, but also to address broader issues, such as how the brain accomplishes semantic processing during language comprehension.

To achieve these ends, our specific goal in the present study is to clarify which of the regions implicated in both gesture-speech integration and in semantic comprehension without gesture (i.e., IFG, STSp, and MTGp) are specifically sensitive to the semantic relation between iconic gestures and speech. We address these issues in two ways. First, we use a novel experimental paradigm that probes semantic integration of gesture and speech during naturalistic language processing, using gestures that add information that has the potential to be integrated with the information in speech. Importantly, the information conveyed in gesture does not contradict the information conveyed in speech. Second, we use surface-based image analysis with anatomically rigorous regional specification. Surface-based analysis improves anatomical registration across participants [Argall et al., 2006; Desai et al., 2005; Fischl et al., 1999; Van Essen et al., 2006], and a anatomical regions of interest (ROI) approach enables us to define the response in anterior and posterior IFG, STSp, and MTGp at the level of the individual participant [Devlin and Poldrack, 2007].

To identify those regions involved in gesture-speech semantic integration, we employed a $2 \times 2$ factorial design.
(see Fig. 2). In the first factor, Gesture, story narratives were either accompanied by an iconic gesture (Gesture) or they were not (No Gesture). In the second factor, Language Specificity, the lexical meaning of the target word in speech was either specific (Specific Language, e.g., in “he flapped nonstop,” the word “flapped” specifies a manner that is characteristic of a particular type of object, in this case, a bird) or not specific (Nonspecific Language, e.g., in “he struggled nonstop,” the word “struggled” provides less information about the particular object doing the action than does “flapped”). We crossed these factors and manipulated the informativeness of the iconic gestures by controlling the degree to which the gesture reinforced the meaning in the accompanying speech (e.g., a flapping gesture produced along with the word “flapped,” that is, a redundant gesture in the Gesture + Specific Language condition), or provided additional information not found in speech (e.g., a flapping gesture produced along with the word “struggled,” that is, a supplemental gesture in the Gesture + Nonspecific Language).

We related the participants’ processing of the narratives (based on a post-scan recognition test) to the brain response in our defined regions of interest. Based on our review of the literature, we predicted that left IFG and MTGp would respond more strongly to supplemental gestures (i.e., Gesture + Nonspecific Language) than to redundant gestures (i.e., Gesture + Specific Language) because, in each pair, it required more work to integrate the gesture with the nonspecific language than with the specific language. However, when the speech was not accompanied by gesture (i.e., in the No Gesture conditions), there was no gesture information to be integrated with speech, although the language still varied with respect to specificity: “he struggled nonstop” (No Gesture + Nonspecific Language) leaves open who the actor is in a way that “he flapped nonstop” (No Gesture + Specific Language) does not. Thus, if left IFG and MTGp are responsive to the amount of work needed to integrate the information in gesture and speech (and not merely to the level of specificity in the speech), the two regions should respond more strongly in the Nonspecific Language vs. Specific Language conditions only when they are produced with gesture, and not when they are produced without gesture. Thus, we predicted a 2 x 2 interaction in the left IFG and MTGp regions. Because we have not found STSp to be involved in gesture-speech integration at the semantic level in our previous work [Dick et al., 2009, 2012], we did not expect STSp to respond to the semantic manipulation, and thus predicted no interaction for these regions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

Seventeen right-handed native speakers of American English (11 F; M = 22.4 years; SD = 4.64 years; range 18–34 years) participated. Each gave written informed consent following the guidelines of Institutional Review Board for the Division of Biological Sciences of The University of Chicago, which approved the study. All participants reported normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None reported any history of neurological or developmental disorders. Three additional participants were excluded for failure to complete the study (n = 2), and for technical problems with the scanner (n = 1). Four additional participants performed worse than chance on the post-test (i.e., fewer than 7 out of 16 correct), which was taken as evidence that they did not pay attention to the stories during the scanning session. Because we do not request overt decisions or motor responses during fMRI studies [Small and Nusbaum, 2004], we rely on such post-tests to ensure compliance with task performance.

Image Acquisition

Imaging data were acquired on a 3T Siemens Trio scanner. A T1-weighted structural scan was acquired before the functional runs for each participant (1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm resolution; sagittal acquisition). Gradient echo echoplanar T2* images optimized for blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) effects were acquired in 32 axial slices with an in-plane resolution of 1.7 mm x 1.7 mm, and a 3.4 mm slice thickness with 1 mm gap (TR/TE = 2,000/20 ms, Flip Angle = 75°). Four dummy volumes at the beginning of each run were acquired and discarded.

Materials

The primary cognitive manipulation was the specificity of the verbal information (Specific Language vs. Nonspecific Language), and whether the sentence was accompanied by an iconic gesture or not (Gesture vs. No Gesture). Thus, in some stories (Gesture + Specific Language), the iconic gestures were redundant with the verbal information and in others (Gesture + Nonspecific Language) the same iconic gestures contributed supporting information to the verbal information. The stories across conditions were identical except for three words within each story. That is, nonspecific words in one version (e.g., pet, attacked, struggled), which allowed for multiple interpretations, were replaced with specific words in the other version (e.g., parrot, pecked, flapped), which allowed only a single unique interpretation (see Fig. 2 and Supporting Information Materials for examples). This design established the first experimental factor, Language Specificity, with two levels (Specific Language vs. Nonspecific Language). The second experimental factor, Gesture, also had two levels. Here, the narratives were either accompanied by meaningful iconic gestures (Gesture), or by no hand movements (No Gesture). We also included a fifth condition in which rhythmic beat gestures were produced along with Specific Language (Beat Gesture + Specific Language). Beat gestures do not convey substantive information but rather
serve a discourse function [McNeill, 1992]. This condition allowed us to identify brain regions that respond to naturalistic gestures that accompany speech, regardless of whether they contribute semantic information. We report the analysis of this condition in Supporting Materials and do not discuss it further in the article.

For each condition, video recordings were made of a male actor (a native speaker of American English) performing each narrative. The actor rehearsed each narrative until he was fluent, and until he could keep gestures and prosody as identical as possible across conditions. In the No Gesture conditions, the speaker held his hands at his side. In the Gesture conditions, he produced three iconic gestures over the course of the entire story conveying specific information in each narrative (e.g., a flapping motion, a flying motion, and then another flapping motion, all of which pinpointed and consistently reinforced a bird as the focus of the narrative). The speaker produced the iconic gestures naturally with speech (i.e., the timing of the gesture with speech was not edited in any way; cf. Holle et al., 2008). Each video was edited to 30 s ± 1.5 s in length using Final Cut Pro (Apple Inc, Cupertino, CA) and the sound volume was normalized.

It is important to point out that narratives in the Gesture + Specific Language, Gesture + Nonspecific Language, No Gesture + Specific Language conditions all allowed the same semantic interpretation—that the story was about a bird. This information was conveyed in both gesture and speech in the Gesture + Specific Language condition, only in gesture in the Gesture + Nonspecific Language condition, and only in speech in the No Gesture + Specific Language condition. Note that without the iconic gesture to specify a particular target, the language in the No Gesture + Nonspecific Language condition left open a variety of interpretations, only one of which was consistent with the interpretation of the story in the other three conditions (e.g., a participant listening to the No Gesture + Nonspecific Language narrative displayed in Figure 2 might guess that the story was about a puppy rather than a parrot).

A total of 20 narratives were constructed, and each was recorded in all five forms (including the Beat Gesture + Specific Language condition), for a total of 100 distinct video clips. Each narrative contained an average of 88.85 words (range = 74–99 words). The constructed narratives were matched for total word length, syntactic complexity, and average printed word frequency. To determine word frequency, we used the average of the 1st through 6th grade printed word frequency list published in the Educator’s Word Frequency Guide (Zeno et al., 1995).

**Experimental Procedure**

The functional MRI paradigm was a block design, with each narrative comprising one “block” separated by a fixed rest interval of 18 s to allow the hemodynamic response to return to baseline. Four narratives per condition were presented to each participant, split across two runs (20 total stories, or blocks, per participant). Thus, for the iconic gesture conditions, participants viewed 12 gestures (3 gestures per narrative, across four narratives). Four pseudo-random stimulus sequences were generated such that two narratives per condition were presented in each run and no narratives were repeated within subject. The stimuli were presented using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA) and projected onto a back-projection screen that participants viewed using a mirror attached to the head coil. Sound was conveyed through MRI compatible headphones, and the sound level was individually adjusted prior to the functional runs to each participant’s comfort level.

Participants were instructed to pay careful attention to the narrator and were told that they would be asked questions about the narratives after they came out of the scanner. After the scanning session (15–20 min after the presentation of the second run), participants were given the post-scan recognition test.

**Postscan Recognition Test**

The post-scan recognition test consisted of a 4-alternative forced choice question about the topic of each narrative. To assess whether participants were paying attention during story presentation, we used the binomial distribution to determine that participants needed to answer 7 or more questions correctly to achieve greater than chance performance (n = 16 across the Specific language conditions, including the Beat + Specific Language condition, and the Gesture + Nonspecific Language condition; per-trial probability = 0.25; one-tailed). In this assessment of whether participants were paying attention, we did not include the No Gesture + Nonspecific Language condition, because there was technically no “correct” answer. That is, the language was nonspecific and there was no gesture to specify a particular referent. However, the No Gesture + Nonspecific Language condition does provide a guessing baseline against which the other conditions of interest can be assessed. Thus, for all conditions we tallied the proportion of answers that matched the specific language answer (e.g., referring to Figure 2, participants sensitive to the specific meaning would have answered that the particular pet in the story was a “parrot” instead of “cat,” “dog,” or “hamster”).

For this analysis, the mean proportions for each condition were: Gesture + Specific Language M = 0.84; No-Gesture + Specific Language M = 0.88; Gesture + Nonspecific Language M = 0.72; No Gesture + Nonspecific Language M = 0.18, and there were significant differences across the four conditions, Friedman χ²(3) = 30.59, P < 0.001. Post-hoc Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks tests (FDR corrected) showed differences between the No Gesture + Nonspecific Language condition (i.e., the baseline condition) and the other three conditions: compared to
Gesture+Specific Language, $W = 134.5$, $P < 0.001$, 95% CI 0.50 – 0.88; compared with No Gesture+Specific Language, $W = 136.0$, $P < 0.001$, 95% CI 0.63–0.88; compared with Gesture+Nonspecific, $W = 149.0$, $P < 0.001$, 95% CI 0.38–0.75. There were no reliable differences between pairings of any of the other three conditions. The important point is that, for nonspecific speech, participants were unable to identify a particular referent (i.e., in the No Gesture+Nonspecific Language condition). But when that nonspecific speech was accompanied by gesture (i.e., in the Gesture+Nonspecific Language condition), participants were able to identify the referent that would have been encoded by specific language. These findings thus make it clear that the participants were gleaning information from the gestures they saw and integrating that information with what they heard in speech.

Data Analysis

Post-processing

Post-processing steps conducted with AFNI/SUMA [Cox, 1996; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov] in the native volume domain included time series despiking, slice-timing correction, spatial registration of the functional volume to the structural volume, and three-dimensional affine motion correction using weighted least-squares alignment of three translational and three rotational parameters. Individual cortical surfaces for each subject were constructed from the T1 volume using Freesurfer [Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al., 1999]. The post-processed time series were then projected from the volume domain to the surface domain using AFNI/SUMA and the time series was mean-normalized. Because it can lead to contamination of the time series across regions of interest [ROIs; Neito-Castonon et al., 2003], the time series were not spatially smoothed for the ROI analysis. However, for the whole-brain analysis, spatial smoothing [6 mm FWHM using a HEAT kernel; Chung et al., 2005] of the time series was applied in the surface domain. Note that all other analyses were also performed in the surface domain.

To determine the degree of BOLD activity against a resting baseline, we modeled each narrative as a block. The stimulus presentation design matrix was convolved with a gamma function model of the hemodynamic response, and this served as the primary regressor of interest for each of the five predictors (four conditions plus localizer) in a general linear model. Additional regressors included six estimated motion parameters, the time series mean, and linear and quadratic drift trends. Beta and $t$-statistics were estimated independently for each surface vertex for each individual participant.

Analysis

The analysis consisted of three parts. At the level of the whole brain, we first established which regions were more active for iconic gestures compared to no gestures, and which regions were sensitive to the $2 \times 2$ Gesture by Language Specificity interaction. We next focused on particular cortical ROIs identified on the basis of the literature, and examined how the BOLD response differed in amplitude across conditions. Here we also focused on the $2 \times 2$ Gesture by Language Specificity interaction. Finally, we examined how the signal in these identified ROIs related to post-scan recognition performance.

Whole-Brain Analysis

We examined two focused comparisons at the level of the whole brain: (1) a comparison of the iconic gesture conditions compared with the conditions without gestures (i.e., the main effect of Gesture); (2) a $2 \times 2$ (Language Specificity) × 2 (Gesture) interaction contrast, to identify regions that respond more strongly to Nonspecific Language than Specific Language only when accompanied by gesture, and not when they occur without gesture. Thus, we conducted a $2 \times 2$ repeated measures ANOVA, with both factors defined as repeated measures, for each vertex on the whole brain.

For this analysis, each individual surface was standardized to contain the same number of vertices using icosa-hedral tessellation and projection [Argall et al., 2006]. Beta weights were mapped from the individual surfaces to the standardized mesh surface where the statistical analysis was carried out. An average group surface was created from the 17 individual cortical surfaces on which to present the group data. All group maps were thresholded at a single vertex threshold of $P < 0.05$ with family-wise error (FWE) correction at the whole-brain level at $P < 0.05$. This FWE correction was determined by defining a minimum cluster area following a Monte Carlo simulation conducted as part of the Freesurfer software package (cf. Forman et al., 1995).

Region of Interest Analysis

We were primarily interested in identifying regions that were sensitive not only to the presence of gesture, but also to the semantic relation between gesture and speech. On the basis of prior literature, we expected the IFG, STSp, and MTGp to be the regions most likely to be involved in gesture-speech integration at the semantic level. We defined these regions anatomically on individual cortical surfaces based on manual refinement of the automatic Freesurfer parcellation [Desikan et al., 2006; Fischl et al., 2004], which is itself based on the anatomical conventions of Duvernoy [1999]. Thus, we divided (a) the IFG into an anterior IFGTr and posterior IFGOp, which have a different cytoarchitecture (Amunts et al., 1999) and connectivity profile with the temporal lobe [Saur et al., 2008; Schmahmann and Pandya, 2006]; and (b) the STSp into an upper bank and lower bank, with a boundary at the fundus of...
the sulcus. The upper bank of the STSp receives strong projections from both auditory and visual association cortex, while the lower bank is more strongly connected to the middle and inferior temporal gyrus and visual cortices [Seltzer and Pandya, 1978, 1989, 1994]; (c) the middle temporal gyrus into anterior and posterior (MTGp) portions. STSp and MTGp were obtained by manually subdividing the standard Freesurfer parcellation into anterior and posterior parts. A vertical plane extending from the anterior tip of the transverse temporal gyrus served as the anterior–posterior dividing line. In summary, the regions examined were (both left and right) IFGOp and IFGTr, the upper bank (STSp_upper) and lower bank (STSp_lower) of the STSp, and the MTGp.

We used the R statistical package (v. 2.13.1; http://www.R-project.org/; R Development Core Team, 2011) for the anatomical ROI analysis. For this analysis, hemodynamic response estimates (betas) for each experimental condition were extracted from each anatomical region from each individual participant. Outlying vertices more than three standard deviations from the region mean were discarded. To identify regions that were sensitive not only to the presence of gesture, but also to the semantic relation between gesture and speech, we assessed the $2 \times 2$ interaction of Language Specificity (Specific Language vs. Nonspecific Language) by Gesture (Gesture vs. No Gesture) using a linear mixed-effects model. This model allowed the intercepts and slopes to vary across the random effect “subject”. To obtain the beta estimates for the interaction, we used restricted maximum likelihood (REML), which takes into account the degrees of freedom of the fixed effects when estimating the variance components. The null hypothesis of the interaction specifies that the addition of iconic gestures should have no effect on the interpretation of the narrative, and thus no effect on the response in brain regions involved in gesture-speech integration (i.e., [Gesture+Nonspecific Language – Gesture+Specific Language] – [No Gesture+Nonspecific Language – No Gesture+Specific Language] = 0, or in other words, the difference of the differences between the conditions should be zero). If there is a significant interaction driven by a greater response to Gesture+Nonspecific Language compared with Gesture+Specific Language, this pattern would indicate that the region responds more strongly to nonspecific than to specific language, but only when that language is accompanied by gesture, which can resolve the ambiguity inherent in the nonspecific language. In other words, as in the whole brain analysis, a significant interaction would suggest that the region is involved in integrating semantic information from gesture and speech.

As recommended by Krishnamoorthy et al. [2007], we calculated standard errors and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the beta estimates using a bootstrap approach. To perform the bootstrap, we adapted the procedure from Venables and Ripley [2010, p. 164] to the mixed-effects regression model and resampled the residuals. In this procedure, the linear mixed effects model is fit to the data, the residuals are resampled with replacement, and new model coefficients are estimated. This process is iterated 5,000 times to define the standard errors of each parameter estimate. The bootstrap standard errors are used to calculate the 95% CIs and significance tests (t values).

**Brain-Behavior Relations With the Post-Scan Recognition Test**

To relate brain activity to subsequent recognition memory, we examined the relation between the average hemodynamic response in each of the ten previously defined ROIs (left and right IFGOp, IFGTr, STSp_upper, STSp_lower, MTGp) and participants’ post-test scores. We focused on the relation between the signal in these regions and performance on questions related to the Gesture+Nonspecific Language, Gesture+Specific Language, and No Gesture+Specific Language conditions (i.e., No Gesture+Nonspecific Language was not examined because there was no single correct response to the narratives in this condition; see Method). To examine the statistical relationships between regional signal and recognition, in order to model the ordinal response variable, we conducted proportional odds logistic regression using a logit link function [i.e., ordered logit regression; Hardin and Hilbe, 2007]. A FDR procedure [Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese et al., 2002] was used to correct for multiple comparisons across ROIs.

**RESULTS**

**Whole Brain Analysis**

Figure 3A and Table I show regions more active when iconic gestures accompanied speech compared with when they did not (i.e., the main effect of Gesture). Notably regions of the dorsal “where/how” visual stream are reliably more active for gestures. These regions include bilateral striate and extrastriate visual areas, including the anterior occipital sulcus, putative site of the motion sensitive area V5/MT+ [Malikovic et al., 2007], and the intraparietal sulcus and superior parietal lobe. Greater activity for Gesture was also revealed in the posterior superior temporal sulcus, a region that is responsive to biologically relevant motion [Beauchamp et al., 2003; Grossman et al., 2000; Saygin et al., 2004; Thompson et al., 2005], and the planum temporale and inferior supramarginal gyrus, regions potentially involved in sensorimotor integration [Hickok and Poeppel, 2007]. Gestures also elicited greater activity in the left IFG, and right middle frontal gyrus and inferior frontal and precentral sulcus, while the No Gesture conditions were more active in the right postcentral gyrus, insula, and superior frontal gyrus. Broadly, these findings are consistent with those we reported in a
A previous study of gestures on a different sample of participants [Dick et al., 2009].

Figure 3B and Table I present regions that show a significant Gesture (2) x Language Specificity (2) interaction. Two of these regions, IFG and MTGp, were predicted on the basis of our review presented in the Introduction. We interrogated the signal in these regions further by averaging the betas for each condition in surface vertices that showed a significant interaction (Fig. 3B graphs). Both regions showed a significant interaction (IFG; t(14) = 5.04, P < 0.001, b = 0.17; 95% CI = 0.10–0.24; MTGp; t(14) = 8.26, P < 0.001, b = 0.20; 95% CI = 0.15–0.25. Post hoc comparisons across conditions [P < 0.05 corrected using the FDR procedure; Genovese et al., 2002; Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995] are reported in the graphs. Both regions respond more strongly to the Nonspecific Language condition, but only when that language was produced with iconic gesture. These results are consistent with the ROI analysis we report below, and we turn now to discussion of those findings.

ROI Analysis

In the ROI analyses, we aimed to identify regions that are sensitive to the interaction between speech and iconic
gestures. We examined 10 regions—left and right IFGOp, IFGTr, MTGp, STSp_upper, STSp_lower—for the presence of a 2 x 2 Language Specificity (Nonspecific vs. Specific) by Gesture (Gesture vs. No Gesture) interaction. A significant interaction was found in three regions: left IFGTr, left IFGOp, and left MTGp (left IFGTr: t(14) = 2.19, P = 0.045, b = 0.08; 95% CI = 0.01–0.15; left IFGOp: t(14) = 2.27, P = 0.04; b = 0.06; 95% CI = 0.01–0.11; left MTGp: t(14) = 6.10, P < .001, b = 0.14, 95% CI = 0.10–0.19). Inspection of Figure 4 indicates that left IFGTr, IFGOp, and MTGp regions respond more strongly during conditions containing Nonspecific Language than during conditions containing Specific Language, but only when that language was produced with iconic gesture and not when it was produced without gesture. Notably, right IFGTr and IFGOp, and left STSp, which have been associated with gesture-speech integration in prior studies [Dick et al., 2009; Holle et al., 2008; Straube et al., 2011], did not show sensitivity to the semantic manipulation in this study.

As an exploratory analysis, we examined all pairwise comparisons across the 10 ROIs (60 total comparisons), and report both corrected (P < 0.05 FDR corrected) and uncorrected (P < 0.05) comparisons in Figures 4 and 5. We report uncorrected values because multiple comparison procedures guard against committing any Type I error (regardless of whether the null hypothesis is or is not true), and they can be quite restrictive when there are a large number of comparisons [Benjamini and Gavrilov, 2009; Benjamini and Hochberg, 2000]. It is informative to report uncorrected values, but we note that we restrict our interpretation in the Discussion to only those comparisons that were statistically significant after correction. In general, the results of the ROI analysis showed that left IFGTr, IFGOp, and MTGp are sensitive to the semantic information conveyed in iconic gestures, and that these regions are involved in integrating iconic gestures with speech at the semantic level when the speech is ambiguous.

Brain-Behavior Relations With the Post-Scan Recognition Test

To model the ordinal outcome variable of recall, we conducted 30 proportional odds logistic regressions (across the 10 ROIs: left and right IFGOp, IFGTr, MTGp, STSp_upper, STSp_lower). Regional signal during the Gesture+Nonspecific Language, Gesture+Specific Language, and No Gesture+Specific Language conditions comprised the predictors, and percent correct in the post-scan recognition tests for each of these conditions comprised the outcome. In only two regions—left and right STSp, upper bank—was the regional signal a significant predictor of post-scan recognition for stories with gestures; no significant relationships were found for stories without gestures (Fig. 6). For the following comparisons, the 95% confidence intervals of the parameters did not overlap with zero, and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>CS (Area)</th>
<th>MI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iconic Gestures &gt; No Gestures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Middle temporal gyrus/anterior occipital sulcus</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>-64</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14136 (5,360.21)</td>
<td>0.346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>-72</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,054 (771.69)</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Middle frontal gyrus/superior frontal sulcus</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1,024 (499.94)</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Superior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>757 (452.70)</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-51</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>17,766 (622.89)</td>
<td>0.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Precentral gyrus/sulcus</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2,872 (1018.67)</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Posterior cingulate gyrus</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1,871 (602.05)</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Orbital gyrus/gyrus rectus</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,588 (893.04)</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No gestures &gt; Iconic gestures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Postcentral gyrus</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1,430 (439.11)</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Insula</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>846 (292.18)</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Superior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>506 (307.11)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>-59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1,276 (520.72)</td>
<td>0.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Lingual gyrus</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-95</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1,039 (508.73)</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>-53</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>675 (343.33)</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual voxel threshold p < .05, corrected (FWE p < 0.05). Center of mass defined by Talairach and Tournoux coordinates in the volume space. BA = Brodmann Area. CS = Cluster size in number of surface vertices. Area = Area of cluster. MI = Maximum intensity (in terms of percent signal change).
parameter estimates were reliable. We report McFadden Pseudo-$R^2$ values: Gesture+Nonspecific Language, right STSp_upper: $b = 5.22$, 95% CI = 1.09–10.32, $t(15) = 2.26$, $P = 0.04$; $R^2 = 0.14$; Gesture+Specific Language, left STSp_upper: $b = 11.58$, 95% CI = 2.27–20.88, $t(15) = 2.49$, $P = 0.025$; $R^2 = 0.36$; right STSp_upper: $b = 8.42$, 95% CI = 0.49–16.35, $t(15) = 2.13$, $P = 0.05$; $R^2 = 0.31$. None of these results, however, survived the FDR correction across the thirty comparisons, though notably none of the regressions for the No Gesture+Specific Language condition were significant, even before correction, and even in the STSp, upper bank: left STSp_upper: $b = 0.74$, 95% CI = −4.20 to 5.79, $t(15) = 0.30$, $P = 0.77$; $R^2 = 0.002$, right STSp_upper: $b = 2.75$, 95% CI = −1.40 to 7.84, $t(15) = 1.21$, $P = 0.25$; $R^2 = 0.04$. This pattern suggests that the modulation of activity in the upper bank of the STSp might be related to gesture processing rather than to language processing more generally, but because no finding survived the statistical correction, we must be cautious in this interpretation.

**DISCUSSION**

Our goal was to characterize the brain regions that are involved in integrating semantic information from gesture and speech, with a particular focus on the role that inferior frontal and posterior temporal brain regions play in this

---

**Figure 4.**

Results of the analysis for left hemisphere inferior frontal and posterior temporal regions of interest. Regions are outlined on a white matter surface image of a representative subject with the pial surface removed to reveal the sulci. Three regions—IFGOp, IFGr, and MTGp—showed a significant interaction across the Language Specificity and Gesture factors (dashed red boxes). We see more activity in response to NonSpecific Language than to Specific Language, but only when the language is accompanied by Gesture (i.e., in the Gesture bars and not in the No Gesture bars). S, specific language; N-S, nonspecific language; ***$P < 0.001$ (corrected); **$P < 0.01$ (corrected); --- $P < 0.05$ (uncorrected).
process. We found that three regions—left IFGTr, left IFGOp, and left MTGp—responded more strongly when the speaker’s iconic gestures added to the information in speech (Gesture + Nonspecific Language) than when the same gestures reinforced the information in speech (Gesture + Specific Language). We suggest that the increased activation in these areas is reflecting the cognitive demand required to integrate the additional information conveyed in gesture with the information conveyed in speech into a coherent semantic representation. Importantly, however, when the same speech was not accompanied by gesture, these regions did not respond more strongly to Nonspecific vs. Specific Language, suggesting that the areas are responding specifically to the task of integrating information across gesture and speech (and not to the task of interpreting nonspecific speech). These results demonstrate that IFGTr, IFGOp, and MTGp are not only sensitive to the meaning conveyed by iconic gestures, but also to the relation between the information conveyed in gesture and speech.

We also found that activity in the left STSp, previously implicated in gesture-speech integration [Holle et al., 2008, 2010], was not sensitive to the gesture-speech interaction (i.e., it was not sensitive to the meaning of the gestures). However, during the processing of stories with iconic gestures, activity in this region was correlated with recall of details of the stories in a post-scan recognition test, while no relation was found for the recall of stories without gestures. Notably, though, these correlations did not survive a statistical correction. Thus, this provides only weak evidence for the role of STSp within a broader frontal-temporal-parietal network for gesture-speech integration, possibly by enhancing attention to gesture and speech during naturalistic audiovisual situations. Together, these findings clarify the neurobiology of gesture-speech integration and contribute to an emerging picture of how listeners glean meaning from the gestures that accompany speech.
Figure 6.

Results of proportional odds logistic regression analysis showing the relationship between fMRI signal in both left and right upper banks of the posterior superior temporal sulcus and recall of the details of the Gesture+Non-specific (top), the Gesture+Specific (middle), and No Gesture+Specific (bottom) stories. Left side of figure shows the plot of the raw data. Right side of figure shows the probability of performing better than 75% on the post-scan recognition test, predicted by activity in the upper bank of posterior the superior temporal sulcus, left hemisphere (circles), and right hemisphere (diamonds).
We found that both IFGTr and IFGOp and left MTGp responded more strongly to nonspecific than to specific language, but only when the nonspecific language was accompanied by a gesture that narrowed down the range of possible interpretations of the language. Thus, left IFG and MTGp play a role in connecting meaning from gesture and speech, that is, in gesture-speech integration. In contrast to previous work claiming that semantic integration occurs in either left IFG [Willems et al., 2007] or more posterior regions of the left hemisphere [Holle et al., 2008, 2010], our results suggest that both left IFG and MTGp regions contribute to this process. Our finding is consistent with a significant body of empirical research that has emphasized the contribution of IFG and MTGp to processing semantic information during language comprehension without gesture [Kutas and Federmeier, 2011; Lau et al., 2008 Van Petten and Luka, 2006; Vigneau et al., 2006; for review]. Both regions have been associated with semantic activation and meaning selection within a broader semantic context, with the IFG particularly involved in controlled retrieval and selection among competing semantic representations [Badre and Wagner, 2007; Badre et al., 2005; Devlin et al., 2003; Gough et al., 2005; Jefferies et al., 2008; Moss et al., 2005; Thompson-Schill et al., 1997; Wagner et al., 2001; Ye and Zhou, 2009].

Research consistently shows that brain activity in left IFG increases when participants are required to retrieve the nondominant or subordinate meanings of ambiguous words or sentences, which increases demand on semantic selection and retrieval [Fig. 1; Bedny et al., 2008; Gennari et al., 2007; Hoenig and Scheef, 2009; Rodd et al., 2005; Whitney et al., 2009; Zempleni et al., 2007]. Further, left IFG activity and connectivity increase when iconic gestures are incongruent with or unrelated to the accompanying speech, although this process tends to be associated with more anterior portions of IFG [Green et al., 2009; Skipper et al., 2007; Willems et al., 2007, 2009]. Notably, we found that both the anterior (IFGTr) and the posterior (IFGOp) IFG contributed to the semantic integration process. This finding is somewhat inconsistent with previous research emphasizing the contribution of posterior IFG to phonological, rather than semantic, processing [Gold et al., 2006; Gough et al., 2005; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007], although some language studies do report activity peaks in the posterior IFG in response to demands on semantic selection and retrieval [see Fig. 1; Bedny et al., 2008; Snijders et al., 2009; Zempleni et al., 2007; Lau et al., 2008 for review]. Further, in a previous study, we found that both anterior and posterior regions of the right IFG were sensitive to the relation between gesture and speech [Dick et al., 2009], indicating that the contribution of posterior IFG to semantic processing cannot be ruled out. Moreover, its involvement in semantic processing is consistent with the proposal by Lau et al. [2008] that posterior IFG mediates selection between highly activated candidate representations, and anterior IFG mediates controlled retrieval of semantic information. Both processes are potentially involved in gesture-speech integration.

Left MTGp is also considered to be a critical component of a semantic network, and thought to be involved in the long-term storage of semantic information [Binder et al., 2009; Binney et al., 2010; Doehrmann and Naumer, 2008; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Martin and Chao, 2001; Price, 2010; Rogers et al., 2004; Vandenberghe et al., 1996]. However, left MTGp tends to coactivate with left IFG in response to increased demands on semantic selection and retrieval [see Fig. 1; Badre et al., 2005; Gold et al., 2006; Hoenig and Scheef, 2009; Kuperberg et al., 2008; Thompson-Schill et al., 1997; Wagner et al., 2001; Zempleni et al., 2007] and, more recently, left MTGp has been implicated in controlled retrieval of semantic information [Whitney et al., 2011a,b]. Whitney et al. [2011b] investigated this possibility more closely using repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), which they applied to both left IFG and left MTGp during a semantic judgment task. Here, the primary manipulation was whether a cue was strongly or weakly related to a target. rTMS interfered with responding during the weakly cued, but not the strongly cued, “automatic” task, which was taken to suggest that the weak cue requires controlled semantic retrieval processes not needed in the strong cue. Interestingly, this interference occurred for rTMS to both left IFG and to left MTGp, suggesting a role in controlled retrieval for both regions.

Our findings do not fall strongly on either side of this debate—that is, they do not provide strong support for MTGp as a region involved in either controlled retrieval of activated representations, or the storage of those representations. Although we did find that left MTGp was sensitive to the semantic manipulation—it responds more strongly to nonspecific language, but only when iconic gestures disambiguate the meaning of that language—such a finding is consistent with both semantic activation and semantic selection accounts. In fact, we suggest that, to some degree, this is a false dichotomy. There is a division of labor between IFG and MTGp in processing semantic information. As suggested in this study by the different patterns of activity in these regions in response to language without gesture (Figs. 3 and 4). However, retrieval and selection processes require that activation of stored representations, which would lead to the activation of both regions. It may, therefore, be more fruitful to hypothesize a collaboration between IFG and MTGp in retrieving and manipulating semantic knowledge stored in a distributed fashion in other parts of the temporal and parietal cortices [cf. Whitney et al., 2011a]. In other words, the notion that a single region “does” semantic integration of gesture and speech [Holle et al., 2008, 2010; Willems et al., 2007] is both misguided and inconsistent with the empirical picture emerging from functional imaging studies of gesture [e.g., see Willems et al., 2009].
Contributions to Gesture-Speech Integration

We failed to find evidence that STSp—either the upper or lower bank—was involved in processing iconic gestures with speech at the semantic level. This finding is consistent with several previous studies of gesture-speech integration [Willems et al., 2007, 2009], including work from our own lab [Dick et al., 2009, 2012; Skipper et al., 2009]. In the past [Dick et al., 2009, 2012], we have attributed activity in the STSp during the processing of co-speech gestures to this region’s putative role in processing biologically relevant motion from hand movements [Beauchamp et al., 2003; Grossman et al., 2000; Saygin et al., 2004; Thompson et al., 2005]. However, two studies [Holle et al., 2008; Straube et al., 2011] have reported sensitivity in the STSp to semantic information in gesture. Further, in the present study, we found only weak evidence (Fig. 6) that activity in the upper bank of both right and left STSp was correlated with recall of stories that contained iconic gestures. Broadly, our findings are in agreement with the proposal put forth by Holle et al. [2010] that attending to gesture can enhance speech comprehension, particularly under adverse listening conditions, and that this enhancement recruits the bilateral STSp.

However, we disagree with one key aspect of Holle et al. [2010] proposal. As already discussed, we do not subscribe to the idea that “integration of iconic gestures and speech takes place at the posterior end of the superior temporal sulcus and adjacent superior temporal gyrus (pSTS/STG)” [Holle et al., 2010, p. 882]. We believe that the STSp participates with other inferior frontal, temporal, and inferior parietal brain regions to accomplish gesture-speech integration. Indeed, in a recent developmental study [Dick et al., 2012], we found that gesture meaning failed to modulate BOLD signal amplitude in STSp. However, using structural equation modeling of effective connectivity among frontal, temporal, and parietal brain regions, we showed that the age difference in the strength of connectivity between STSp and other temporal and inferior parietal brain regions was moderated by the semantic relation between gesture and speech. That is, for adults, effective connectivity among these regions was greater when viewing meaningful gestures compared to nonmeaningful gestures, but effective connectivity across these two conditions did not differ for children. Considered in light of the present findings and those of Holle et al. [2010], the Dick et al. [2012] findings suggest that STSp may be involved in connecting information from the visual and auditory modalities, and through its interactions with other brain regions participates in constructing a coherent meaning from gesture and speech. This idea is also consistent with the known connectivity of the upper bank of the STSp, which receives a predominance of afferents from auditory and visual association areas of the superior temporal, inferior parietal, and occipital cortices involved in processing information in the auditory and visual modalities [Seltzer and Pandya, 1978, 1989, 1994].

Left and Right Hemisphere Contributions to Gesture-Speech Integration

Although there is a bias to focus on left hemisphere contributions to language and, by extension, gesture comprehension, it is clear that the right hemisphere also contributes to both processes, particularly during narrative-level language comprehension [Ferstl et al., 2008; Jung-Beeman, 2005; Dick et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2008]. Further, in some instances right IFG and MTG regions also show sensitivity to increased demand on semantic retrieval and selection during language comprehension without gesture [Hein et al., 2007; Hoenig and Scheef, 2009; Lauro et al., 2008; Rodd et al., 2005; Snijders et al., 2009; Stowe et al., 2005; Zempleni et al., 2007]. In addition, right IFG activity is associated with the correct recall of non-meaningful hand movements that accompany speech [Straube et al., 2009], and with the meaningfulness of gestures that accompany speech [Dick et al., 2009; 2011; Green et al., 2009]. Despite these findings, our anatomical ROI analysis revealed no brain regions on the right hemisphere to be sensitive to the semantic relation between gesture and speech. The conflict between these findings and prior research that has found right hemisphere sensitivity to gesture semantics can be explained by the nature of the hand movements accompanying speech. In the previous studies, the right IFG responded more strongly when the hand movement was unrelated in a clear way to the speech (e.g., the hand movement was a grooming movement), and thus required additional effort to fit the gesture to the content of the accompanying speech. In this study, the iconic gesture was always interpretable in the context of speech. Under this view, right hemisphere recruitment for gesture-speech integration, particularly for the right IFG, requires situations in which the demand on semantic retrieval and selection is very high [Chou et al., 2006; Hein et al., 2007; Rodd et al., 2005]. When the gestures are relatively easy to integrate with speech—that is, when they are iconic and have a meaning that is relatively transparent—the demand is lower and recruits only the left hemisphere regions [Willems et al., 2007, 2009].

Summary

The findings reported here help to clarify and elaborate an emerging picture of how the brain integrates information conveyed in gesture and speech. We have found that inferior frontal and posterior middle temporal cortical regions, particularly in the left hemisphere, are directly involved in constructing a unitary semantic interpretation from separate auditory (speech) and visual (gesture) modalities. The STSp also appears to play a role, but it may be more heavily involved in directing attention to gestures, rather than integrating information across gesture and speech. This picture is consistent with studies of language comprehension without gesture, which find that...
inferior frontal and posterior middle temporal regions play an important role in the activation and retrieval of semantic information in general.
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